The following is a report on the story behind the numbers that we send to the Flexible Learning Steering Group and the Senior Management Group. It provides some reporting on the
experiences of faculty/staff who have engaged with FLI, as well as giving an overview of
some of our other activities.
Completion against the FLI Rubric across Semester 1 and 2 of 20ll
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Tracy-Anne De Silva
Senior Lecturer

My involvement, and experience, with the Flexible Learning Initiative (FLI) includes the following:
•
Examiner/Lecturer of ACCT 202 in Semester 2, 2010 and Semester 2, 2011
•
Examiner and lecturer of ACCT 103 in Semester 2, 2011
•
Development of MATH 001 and MATH 002 resources
•
Development of ACCT 000 and ACCT 001
I have had the pleasure of engaging with all FLI team members, but my primary engagement has been with
Maurice Ward. My experience with FLI has been an overall positive one. I have found the FLI team to be
open minded and willing to constructively discuss all ideas. They have the skills, time and desire to assist
me with educational design aspects of my course. I, like many of my colleagues in FoC, am not trained in
educational design or teaching. I have found having support for sound educational design and development
of appropriate resources vital to my ability to develop my courses (in particular, ACCT 202) in light of the
changing face of learning and teaching.
FLI have, where possible, provided me with assistance to develop and load resources on to Moodle. Maurice has on many occasions acted as a sounding board for a number of ideas that I have had. Through our
many discussions, Maurice has assisted in the establishment, development and implementation of MATH
001 – Mathematics Refresher, and MATH 002 – Financial Mathematics. These resources can be made
available to any course and assist in supporting students with a number of concepts that we know (from
personal experiences and discussions with Teaching and Learning Services) they struggle with. We have
started to take a similar approach with accounting and Maurice has helped me in establishing ACCT 001 –
Accounting Basics, and ACCT 000 – Accounting.
A key advantage of the FLI has been its ability to assist in improving the efficiency of scarce resources
– namely time. While the online resources for these supporting Moodle webpages, as well as the online
resources for my undergraduate courses, take a significant amount of time to set up they are beneficial to
a large number of students and have long-term benefits. Further, we do not always have competent and/
or available teaching support in the form of tutors and markers and thus, we need a better way to use what
scarce resources we have. FLI gives us this.
The FLI team has assisted me to find different, better, and more efficient ways to deliver material to students and thus provide various learning opportunities. I have used different methods of engaging with students and I am confident that I have better engagement from the students as a result of this mixed/blended
approach. The FLI team has also assisted me to find different, less traditional, ways to assess and mark.
This enables me to continue to practice my belief that students benefit from regular assessment without being completely swamped by marking. Maurice and I have also developed resources that allow students to
interactively engage with review material from their pre-requisite course. This allows me to reinforce lifelong
learning and rely more heavily on their pre-requisite knowledge so that I can advance their knowledge in
higher level courses and do not have to spend scarce resources (my time, tutor time) re-explaining what
should be core/foundation knowledge.
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Nazmun N. Ratna
Lecturer

I have adopted FLI for two of my courses: Managerial Economics: Econ 215, and Development Economics
(Econ 603).
1. In ECON 215 the students are offered a range of activities: pre-module concept and skill check, review
quizzes, interactive lessons, and practice quizzes for current modules. All of these online activities cater for their individual learning styles, provide them with formative feedback all through the semester
and consequently prepare them for final assessments. For me personally, it freed up my lecture time
and for the first time I was able to cover all the modules, despite having a shorter semester.
For ECON215 I have received positive feedback (i.e. ranging between 1.4- 2) on both course and
lecturer’s evaluation. Below is the chart showing the trends for lecturer’s evaluation for ECON 215
(the only course I taught from 2008-2011). In comparison to 2008, the scores have improved for all
criteria. Improving trends are observed over the three periods for criteria like enthusiasm to teach,
stimulation of interest, student participation, encourage independent thinking, open to diverse point
an offer of individual help.

While teaching Econ 215, an intermediate microeconomics course, I became aware of the lack of the
required level of mathematical rigour among a large number of the enrolled students. Accepting that
it won’t be possible for many of them to enrol in QMET101, I explored the idea of online resources.
In 2010, in consultation with FLI and TLS, I lead a group of faculty to develop two online courses:
MATH001 Mathematics Refresher and MATH 003 Calculus. The course offered reading resources,
videos (externally made, no cost international expert), self assessed quizzes backed by an extensive
test bank. These courses are currently used by a number of courses in the Faculty of Commerce
(FoC).
2. For post-graduate course I prioritise the idea of learning as a social process. In Econ603, in consultation with the course coordinator and FLI team, we introduced online discussion forum and construction of a glossary. Given the topics covered and the composition of students, discussions (both
in-class and online) emerged as a major component of learning and an obvious impetus for critical
thinking. The students were also asked to construct a glossary, as an assessed activity. To engage the
students more, each contribution was evaluated by three of their peers/classmates. I along with the
course coordinator and FLI education designer developed the glossary marking guide. We also used
the discussion forum to provide constructive feedbacks aiming to evoke more debates/discussions.
In 2009 for ECON 603, which is jointly taught, we were placed among top 10% of staff for course
evaluation.
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Rosemarie Richardson
As part of it’s mission FLI has started working across the AGLS Diploma. While we have worked
with a number of different faculty members one of our key contacts is Rosemarie Richardson, who
works as a senior tutor and elearning Facilitator on a number of these papers. A key feature of
these papers is the mixed nature of the students taking them: inclusive ed, regional and on-campus. The use of Learn allowed assessment to be tailored to their needs.
Here are Rosemarie’s reflections on what working with FLI has done for the papers she’s involved
with.
Summary: Dip Ag course comprises of 8 papers. We have worked in varying degrees with 4 of these
courses: MGMT 024 and 025, ANSC 021 and ENGN 023.
1. MGMT 024 and 025
• Formative quizzes per module, forming the basis for 3 summative quizzes ( making up 10% of final
marks)
• Lessons on introductory maths, English etc., giving feedback on the student’s ability to do the course
• Support strategies were incorporated into the quizzes testing processes — each summative quiz divided into three: for campus students, giving them a limited timeframe in which to complete the 10 minute
quiz; for Inclusive Students, enabling them to have an extra 2 minutes; and for Regional students (giving them an extended opportunity to access the quiz)
• Results from the formative quizzes: the students responded so enthusiastically to them, that many of
them were “caught” in their COMP 021 labs, doing the quizzes instead of the actual work at hand. Comment from the lecturer: “ This was far better than previous years, where they sat there looking at Facebook”. Comment from a student: “At first I thought, I know all this stuff. But once I began, I realised how
much I didn’t know”
• Results from the summative (assessed) quizzes: no negative comments from students at all. A dozen
students last week told me in conversation, that the quizzes had really helped them to get the knowledge firmly anchored. The quizzes, more than the lessons, have been a huge boost to the Inclusive
Ed. Students, who performed as well as their fellow students. Comment of one Incl. Ed. student after
the first assessed quiz “ I am really stoked...100% for the first time in my life! I am going to go home and
frame the results”. Incidentally, in the last assessed quiz last week (September 16), that same student
was 3rd in the class. Comment from Jean Garner, Inclusive Education Coordinator “this has had a
positive impact on my students, academically, socially ,and in terms of self worth and achievement.
The most significant aspect for the online quizzes for Incl. Ed. students is the fact that the students are
competing against themselves, and can see their own progress. Because they have time to practise,
they have the potential to get full marks”
2. ENGN 023
• 3 lessons, based on tutorials that were giving the students difficulties
• Feedback from students: limited. 2 students said they “helped”
3. ANSC 021
• We have begun uploading resource material such as video clips, to complement the lab work.
• Use made by the students: zero. Feedback from students: zero.
Conclusion
The Dip. Ag. Course, being a sub-degree group , has many students with severe academic limitations,
combined with a lack of confidence and ability to commit ideas to paper, and comment accurately. The quizzes have contributed positively to give them greater confidence
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External Interest

One of the best ways to gauge the impact of a program would seem to be whether it extends beyond the
institution that initiated it. In this regard the Flexible Learning Initiative has had some successes.
Our external consultant with Core Education, Derek Wenmoth, validated our
over all course redesign process. Specifically he worked with us to ensure
that our course redesign rubric was a well-developed and robust tool that
fostered both best-practice blended learning and worked as a way of engaging with faculty members.
The rubric received further validation when AKO Aotearoa chose to include
it, and it’s underlying precepts, into their Help and Hindrance toolbox. Additionally, our counterparts at University of Canterbury came out to talk to us
about it.
Beyond the rubric itself, our approach has garnered interest from further
afield: One of our
team members,
Maurice Ward, went
to Malaysia and
visited Multi Media
University, HICOM University and UNITEN University. His presentation, which has since been given
on campus, gave an overview of our project and
approach, was met with a great deal of enthusiasm.
Additionally the Australian National University has
contacted us to begin work on some of their courses. To this end Ian MacDonald and Nazmun Ratna
went to Canberra and met with their Commerce
Department’s senior management. This project,
while in it’s infancy, represents both an external
confirmation that we are on the right track and a potential revenue stream. The initial scope for this project
is to work on their version of some of their QMET courses.
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Moving Outside
The Faculty Of Commerce
Within the University there is a growing understanding of both what FLI does and appreciation for the skills
and expertise that sit within the unit. Reflecting this, FLI is beginning to work with several university entities
that are outside of the Faculty of Commerce.
Currently Foundation Studies, specifically the English for Academic and Professional Purposes programme,
has expressed interest in having a number of their courses redeveloped by FLI, with an emphasis on applying the rubric. To that end Scott Langdale-Hunt has had a meeting with the FLI team and has granted
us access to some of their courses. The next step is to make a duplicate of one of the courses and then
rebuild it per the rubric.
Additionally, Helen Gilmore gave an overview presentation of FLI at a recent Foundation Studies staff meeting. Lorraine Petelo, Foundation Studies’ new director, has asked Helen to put together a further session to
work one on one with some of their faculty.
The merger with Telford, and Charlie Lamb becoming its director, is another opportunity to expand the
reach of the Flexible Learning Initiative. Telford instructional designer Ian Winslade has invited the FLI team
to come down and the material that the FLI team has seen seems to mesh perfectly with the work that has
being going on within the FOC. At present Telford prints and mails all of it’s course material to students. So
a greater emphasis on online deliver would also appear to be a perfect way to help the Telford division save
money. It would also provides an interesting chance to see how the FLI’s approach scales for full distance
learning.
Another example of moving outside of FoC is a planned joint FLI/Recreation Centre project. The aim of the
project is to use a Moodle site to create a sense of community and provide ongoing coaching/mentoring in
order to support participants in a fitness/well-being program. It was inspired by the approach taken by the
authors of “Younger Next Year”, a best-sell by Crowley and Lodge.
As in flexible learning, participants chose when, where and which of their exercise requirements to undertake. Data collected in the exercise session (pedometer reading, average heart rate etc) is entered into a
database resident on a Moodle site. The database can be viewed by all members of the site thus creating a
sense of commitment. Participants will also able to communicate with each other and a fitness consultant.
A range of other supporting material and activities will also be available.
The University runs a wellness program: this project has been designed in order to provide a continuation
of the wellness program, providing ‘trainer-wheels’ as participants take responsibility for their own health
and fitness and make the necessary changes to their life styles.
Health, fitness and body weight issues continue to escalate in NZ. Many work places are beginning to
establish programmes and opportunities for their employees to manage their wellbeing. It is quite possible
that the project outlined above would have applicability outside the university.
Finally, FLI has begun to work with AGLS; so far this is confined to PLSC 021 and one faculty member, Roy
Edwards. That said, he also teaches three other courses, so working with him offers the opportunity of gaining access to other AGLS courses. At present the work is largely focused on information organisation and
getting the course up to an appropriate level of the FLI rubric. So far these changes have garnered very
positive statements from his students, many of whom are now asking Moodle/Learn based activities.
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Other Activities
Technological Support
With FLI’s help David Dean is trialling a number of novel (at Lincoln) approaches
to both online delivery and in class lecturing. In his Marketing 302 course David
is experimenting with delivering lectures and classroom based material using an
iPad that he has on loan from FLI. After testing out several applications on the
iPad he has settled on a toolbox that he is happy with and is willing to lead some
PD around the experience.
At the same time a range of materials have been made available in a more
mobile friendly manner. With ITS’ Jason Cleaver, FLI team member Cameron
Campbell built and tested the HTML that went into making this possible.
The current semester of Marketing 101 features group presentation that is to be
delivered via video uploaded to YouTube. FLI team member Cameron Campbell
created the “how-to” instructions around uploading the videos to YouTube and
attended two lectures to do a live demo and answer any questions. He is still on call to help with any technical questions as the presentation’s deadline looms.

FLI Provision of Professional Development for FoC
The FLI team has held several professional development events for staff. Highlights have been:
• Presentations by staff members about their individual achievements using Moodle sites in their teaching
• Restructuring content into Modules and Topics and the advantages of doing so
• Content Design
• The last session not only provided staff with an opportunity to improve their teaching by the adoption of
improved content design, but modelled the use of a hands-on, active learning event.
Approximately 20 staff members attended this event and were allocated to 5 groups. Each group was provided with a scenario document that described a learning requirement along with 40 small pieces of paper;
each piece described one piece of learning that should occur. Each group was then required to allocate
these items into categories and produce a content structure diagram for a course.
This was followed by an enthusiastic facilitated-discussion session whereby groups presented their approach to the structure and order of the course content. There was much discussion about which group
had the best approach. The facilitator then introduced the notion that the student perspective of content
design may be somewhat different. The standing-in-the-student’s shoes revealed a clear pathway through
the content.
Derek Wenmoth of CORE Education Ltd was enthusiastic about this workshop and requested a copy of the
scenario document, the individual pieces of content and permission to use them.
Other sessions have been held over the last year and a half, as well as a number of one on one or one to
small group training sessions around particular aspects of course development.
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Other Activities
FLI Workshop at LTL Launch
As part of the recent LTL launch, two FLI team members (Cameron and Helen) held a workshop designed
to provide anyone who used Moodle in their teaching an opportunity to ‘stand in a student’s shoes’.
Cameron introduced the workshop by talking about the mix of F2F
and online aspects that might be adopted within a blended course
and explained that, in this workshop, the focus was on the online
component.
The opportunity to experience that which a student might experience
was achieved by:
• The provision of a scenario (attached)
• As participants entered the room they were given a slip of paper.
Each held a reason why that participant could not attend a faceto-face session of a course they had recently enrolled in. They
were all humorous and fell into 4 categories. The reason for this
provision was to place participants in random groups.
• The provision of a very student-unfriendly Moodle site. The site
was identified by a code, but had no title.
• Each group 3-4 participants) was provided with an A3 sized
printout of the Moodle site and a collection of marker pens (and
chocolate – it was Friday afternoon!).
• The actual site was available and participants were free to open
files, move around the site etc.
• The object of the exercise was for groups to mark up their A3 screen shot with everything they didn’t
like about the site – all the things that were, from their perspective, unhelpful, missing, misleading,
caused feelings of apprehension, or in any way, gave the student a bad experience.
This exercise created much discussion, outbursts of disgust, sheets covered in notes, arrows, messages
etc, and the consumption of a considerable amount of chocolate!
All 4 groups reported very similar experiences. The write-up of the results has yet to be completed, but the
similarities between the groups stood out. All participants indicated strongly that they would like to take
part in a follow-up workshop, in which they got to ‘fix it’! We hope to do this in the near future.
Sadly, only one member of the University’s teaching staff was present, and was unable to stay past the
introductory part of the workshop. However, Penny Carnaby took part and made the comment that “All new
teaching staff to Lincoln should have to attend this workshop”. Many participants felt they had benefited
enormously from the opportunity to be on the receiving end of a poor online experience.
Lyndsay Ainsworth was a participant: she commented later she considered the workshop to be in the top
three events of the LTL series.
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FLI Team
Cameron Campbell
Educational Designer
cameron.campbell@lincoln.ac.nz
Extension: 8946

Helen Gilmore
Educational Designer
helen.gilmore@lincoln.ac.nz
Extension: 8303

Dr Ian MacDonald
Lecturer/Project Manager
ian.macdonald@lincoln.ac.nz
Extension: 8264

Dr. Maurice Ward
Educational Designer
maurice.ward@lincoln.ac.nz
Extension: 8945

Anne Welford
FLI administrator
anne.welford@lincoln.ac.nz
Extension: 8422
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